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61 [IMAGE] Who is the subject of this work by French artist Jean‐Léon Gérôme?
62 [IMAGE] Which technology company's logo is pictured here?
63 [IMAGE] Named for a town in France, which sheer netting used in most bridal veils?
[IMAGE] Though it can be used on many fish, this specialised knife used to remove the skin from
64
the flesh is named for which particular fish?
65 [IMAGE] Which film actor (1904‐1964) is pictured here?
66 [IMAGE] Which actress (1920‐2015) was known as the 'Queen of the Swashbucklers'?
[IMAGE] The personification of the French state, who is depicted in Eugène Delacroix's 1830 work
'Liberty Leading the People'? [Given name sufficient]
68 [IMAGE] What is the name of this twin bed arrangement?
67

69 [IMAGE] Which German electronic music band is pictured here?
70 [IMAGE] Which ABC broadcaster (b. 1951) is pictured here?
Which town of around 13,000 people is situated at the junction of the Murray and Campaspe
Rivers? Its sister‐town Moama sits just across the Murray in NSW.
Which Melbourne building hosted the first Parliament of Australia in 1901? Answers should
72
consist of at least two words, excluding "building".
73 Which VFL/AFL team has collected a record 27 wooden spoons?
71

74

Also the name of a stout, which racehorse won the 1890 Melbourne Cup and still holds the record
for beating the most starters (39) and carrying the highest weight (66 kilograms) to victory?

75 Which two of the 'Big Four' Australian banks are headquartered in Melbourne ?
76 MediaCityUK is located in which borough of Greater Manchester?
77 Arnold's restaurant regularly appeared in which classic TV series?
78 Which country invaded Iceland in May 1940?
79 In Greek mythology, which Trojan prince fatally injures Achilles?
John Galliano was head designer of which fashion house from 1996 until his dismissal in 2011
80
following anti‐Semitic statements?
81 In which year of the 1960s was San Francisco's so‐called 'Summer of Love'?
82 Who portrayed Father Charles 'Chuck' O'Malley in the 1945 film 'The Bells of St. Mary’s'?
83 New York’s Ellis Island is, appropriately, home to a museum concerning what topic?
84 In 2001 who became the first African‐American to win the Academy Award for best actress?
85 From which language do we get the word dacha, meaning a country house or cottage?
86 Who co‐starred with Michael Douglas in the 1984 film 'Romancing the Stone'?
87 Columbia and Cornell University are located in which US state?
88 In the TV quiz show 'Jeopardy!', what punctuation should all answers end with?
89 In which country is Mount Ararat located?
90 Star Track is a division of which Australian corporation?
Red Hot Chili Peppers bass player Michael Balzary is better known by nickname, shared with
91
insects from the order Siphonaptera?
92 Which Christian saint was originally called as Saul when born in the city of Tarsus around 5 BC?
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Coined by George Bernard Shaw, the term 'bardolatry' refers to the excessive worship of which
other writer?

94 American heavy metal band's hits include 'We're Not Gonna Take It' and 'I Wanna Rock'?
95

With the scientific name Desmodus rotundus, what is is the only mammal that can (arguably) live
as a parasite?

96 Which famous composer's musical works are classified by Kochel (or K) numbers?
Commencing with Barbara Bush in 1990, the US First Lady traditionally makes a cameo
appearance on which children's TV show?
98 Which gas comprises about 96% of the atmosphere of the planet Venus?
With two French Open titles and a record 120 wins in Davis Cup matches, who (b. 1933) is
99
generally regarded as Italy's greatest tennis player?
97

100 Which British author (1903 ‐ 1992) wrote 'The Borrowers' series of children's fantasy novels?
101 Who had a 1957 hit with 'Magic Moments'?
102 Mascarpone is a variety of which foodstuff?
103 The Solheim Cup is the women's equivalent of which sporting trophy?
104 Which British ocean liner did a German U‐boat sink on 5th May 1915?
Conspiracy theorists maintain that John Lennon mumbles "I buried Paul" towards the end of
105
which 1967 Beatles' hit?
106 Which river separates Zimbabwe from South Africa
107 The Kirin brewery is based in which Asian country?
108 Which London residence was home to Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother from 1953‐2002?
109 Torvald and Nora Helmer are characters in which Henrik Ibsen play?
110 What does an oenophile enjoy?
111 What metal is used to galvanise steel?
112 The Matterhorn straddles the border between which TWO European countries?
113 Which American inventor and entrepreneur (1886‐1956) is considered the father of frozen food?
Located about 80 km north of Darwin, what is the collective name for the island group that
includes Bathurst and Melville islands?
A tradition at African‐American weddings involves the bride and groom jumping over what
115
household object?
Which character is the protagonist in the Dan Brown novels 'Angels and Demons' and 'The Lost
116
Symbol'?
Also known as analytical or coordinate geometry, which branch of geometry was named after the
117
philosopher Rene Descartes?
114

118 Ion Iliescu is a former president of which European country?
119

At the 1996 Olympics which track athlete won the 200 and 400 metres while wearing golden
shoes?

120 What substance is the skeleton of corals composed of?
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